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opinion research and media-monitoring focusing on vulnerabilities to disinformation narratives in Central-
Eastern Europe and the Western Balkans, among others. IRI uses this data to inform policymakers and 
develop integrated responses.
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Top Line Summary
Generally, pro-Russian sentiments are deeply rooted in Bulgarian society due to historical, cultural and religious ties. 
In the first days of the Russian invasion, Bulgaria was shaken with the aftermath of the shock which generated signif-
icant support for Ukrainians. That, however, did not last long and over the following months Bulgarians were ranking 
amongst those least in favor of EU sanctions against Russia and overall EU support to Ukraine. Only about half of 
respondents (48%) agreed that the EU should provide continuous support to Ukraine, for example, according to an Eu-
robarometer poll from the fall of 2022. This result is much lower than the EU27 average, where general support reaches 
74%. A Globsec Trends 2022 report further exemplifies such pro-Russian sentiments. According to the survey, more 
than half of Bulgarians (57%) reject the idea that Russia poses a threat, while one third see Russia as a strategic partner. 

Internally, the political situation further highlighted this societal polarisation. Prime Minister’s Kiril Petkov’s ruling 
coalition (which also included pro-Western parties overwhelmingly in support of Ukraine) collapsed in the summer of 
2022, allowing Russia-sympathetic president Rumen Radev to appoint a caretaker government. In the months since, 
Bulgaria’s course towards energy independence from Russia was reversed, aided by another failed general election in 
the fall. In February 2023, Bulgaria paused the adoption of the euro currency for at least another year, further derailing 
the country from its Euro-Atlantic orientation. The turbulent political environment and the intense and prolonged polit-
ical campaigning which will be exacerbated by another early election in April 2023, provides fertile ground for openly 
pro-Russian forces such as the far-right Vazrazhdane (Revival) political party, one of the main and most frequent spread-
ers of hostile narratives, to gain widespread general support. 

Bulgaria
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A total of 712,261 pieces of online content in the Bulgarian media space were collected based on predetermined key-
word sets relating to the war in Ukraine. Naturally, in the first couple of months, the discourse around the invasion was 
amongst the hottest news topics. 

There were several significant spikes  over the year . The first notable sharp increase in content was at the end of April, 
when Gazprom announced that it will stop delivering natural gas to Bulgaria (3,457 notes). This also generated a signifi-
cant rise in hostile narratives. Another surge in content occurred in the final days of May. The most prominently debated 
topics concerned the treatment of Ukrainian refugees in Bulgaria and the delivery of Western weapons to Ukraine. In 
September, conversations once again peaked due to the announced annexation of four Ukrainian regions by Russia, 
following sham referenda. Anti-Ukrainian narratives were amplified after an errant Ukrainian missile landed in Poland 
on November 15, killing two people. In the first two months of 2023, two other events stirred the conversation and led 
to an increase in both, general and hostile, content being published in the monitored online media. On January 18, in 
a highly polarising piece, the German newspaper Die Welt revealed that the then-government of Bulgaria, led by PM 
Kiril Petkov, had covertly assisted Ukraine with arms and fuel during the first months of the war. The final peak was on 
February 9, when President Radev spoke publicly against any future military aid for Ukraine.

Texts containing potentially hostile narratives in relation to the war in Ukraine accounted for one third of the overall 
monitored content (214,390 articles/posts). Overall, the topic that received the most attention was NATO 

Media Overview
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(207,995 articles/posts), where nearly half of the content was deemed potentially hostile. These results are in-line with 
the Globsec Trends 2022 report findings: not only is Bulgaria the most Euroscpetic amongst the surveyed countries, but 
is also the outlier in the region when it comes to opposition to NATO membership. Support for leaving the Alliance has 
risen to 38%, a 13% increase since last year, with the biggest increase share amongst the 18-34 age group. Such figures 
are hardly surprising since the far-right party Revival has turned leaving NATO and the EU into a cornerstone of their 
political campaigning. 

Based on analysis of Facebook pages found in this study, Bulgaria had the largest share of pro-Russian sources 
which accounted for 37% of the most prominent public pages while only 29% were considered to be gener-
ally pro-Western in their geo-political outlook. Of the Facebook pages that received the highest number of 
interactions over the 12 month period many of them were linked to the far-right Revival party, such as its 
leader Kostadin Kostadinov who attracted 2,775,333 interactions from his 665 posts (4,173 avg./post). Also 
amongst the most outspoken public figures in support of Russia and against Ukraine were social media influ-
encers Martin Karbovski and Kevork Kevorkian. Kostadinov’s messaging has not only been supportive of the 
Kremlin, but also more generally anti-Western; notably, his party has recently initiated a referendum against 
Bulgaria’s admission to the Eurozone. Karbovski and Kevorkian, on the other hand, belong to a large group of 
social media influencers who spread explicit Russian propaganda and conspiracy theories. Importantly, Pres-
ident Radev also plays an interesting role as an influential public figure. While his statements are not openly 
anti-Ukrainian, he has repeatedly opposed Bulgaria taking a more active role in the conflict, including sending 
military aid to Ukraine and imposing economic sanctions against Russia. Also noteworthy is the strong online 
presence of the Russian embassy, that has enabled them to influence debate in the country. In fact, according 
to the Beacon Project’s online tracker receives by far the most shares (246.4 avg. shares/post) of any of the 
other Russian embassy monitored.
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NATO

● The topic of NATO was the most discussed amongst the analysed topics (with 207,996 articles/posts) and had
the biggest share of potentially hostile messages (47%). The most significant spike during the monitored period
occurred in November 2022. It was related to the missile fired by the Ukrainian anti-air defence system that fell
on Polish territory and killed two  civilians . President Radev utilized the incident to defend his decision not to
support Ukraine’s request for NATO membership, suggesting that his approval would have meant Bulgaria’s
active involvement in the war. This occasion also allowed Russophiles and far-right sympathisers to strengthen
their criticism against the Alliance, painting it as a weak, fractured organization that would be unable to defend
its members if needed.

● The most prominent actors spreading hostile messaging about NATO included Revival party leader Kostadin
Kostadinov, who claimed that any support for Ukraine would drag Bulgaria into the war, and journalist Mar-
tin Karbovski, who frequently spread false Russian accusations against the Alliance. The overtly pro-Russian
website Pogled.info was among the chief spreaders of Russian propaganda masked as “alternative viewpoints”.

Anti-NATO
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● Hostile narratives about NATO were also spread directly by Russian outlets. Scraping hypertext links from 
posts on Facebook related to the NATO topic found that 6/10 of the most linked to web domains were Russian 
website that are known for spreading Russian propaganda. These included the site of the Russian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (mid.ru), Kremlin.ru, as well as State propaganda outlets RIA.ru and Tass.ru. Cross checking 
all relevant links on the list of “Top 10 Relevant Domains by No. Of links” found that in addition to the 6 
Russian websites, one Bulgarian site (dilyana.bg) that our researchers classifies as a spreader of disinformation 
was also found in the top 10 most shared domains indicating the potential level of propaganda found in the 
online discussion about NATO. Bulgarian businessman Veni Markovski, was found to have shared 24 links 
with 20 of these coming from Russian outlets known for spreading disinformation. His aim was to create an 
archive of misleading and false statements from Russian outlets.

Assessed Audience: The general public

Risk Assessment: High      

Refugees Anti-Refugee
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● Most of the content relating to Ukrainian refugees (total of 114,350 articles/posts) was published in the first few 
months of the war. The initial sympathy for the incoming Ukrainian refugees gradually waned over the course 
of the year, even though many activists and civil society actors continued to provide much-needed support. Al-
though a relatively low proportion, the 14% of potentially hostile content was assessed to be very impactful. The 
messaging stereotyped Ukrainians as ungrateful and demanding “tourists”. Natural disasters in Bulgaria, as well 
as the fast-increasing cost of living coincided with the government-run and EU-supported rehousing scheme for 
Ukrainians to exacerbate the problem. Thus, a lot of the hostile messaging depicted the situation as one where 
the EU and the Bulgarian government supposedly prioritized the needs of Ukrainian refugees over those of 
the poor, vulnerable and marginalized Bulgarians. These strong anti-refugee sentiments and the government’s 
messy response to the crisis led to the exodus of around two-thirds of the Ukrainians who had entered Bulgaria 
after the start of the war.

● In terms of the top Facebook pages, most of the actors were more likely to share hostile messaging online. The 
pages of the far-right Revival party, its local branches, and its leader Kostadin Kostadinov were among the most 
vocal spreaders of anti-refugee narratives. Fringe media such as Nova Varna and Glasove frequently depicted 
the fleeing Ukrainians as rich and spoiled or claimed that they were supposedly engaging in criminal activities 
and mistreating the locals.

● The data of hyperlinks found in Facebook posts on the topic found that the reputable UK media outlets, the 
Guardian, was the most linked to website on the topic. However, this data is misleading as the posts were often 
not benign. This research uncovered what appeared to be coordinated activity across multiple public Facebook 
pages and groups that shared links to the Guardian’s coverage of topics like the Azov Battalion as justification 
for anti-Ukrainian views. This highlights one of the tactics employed by hostile actors as they seek to launder 
quality media outlets or statements from Western officials as evidence in their anti-Ukrainian messaging. Often 
times these posts are amplified through a network of coordinated such as the one discovered in Bulgaria.

Assessed Audience: The general public

Risk Assessment: High     
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● A total of 203,271 articles/posts were determined, based on keyword matching, to be relate to the topic of 
sanctions. Nearly 14% of the content were identified as containing potentially hostile messaging, of which the 
primary narrative was that the Western-imposed sanctions have been ineffective. In addition to potentially un-
dermining support for the sanctions, these narratives also fuel the growing Euroatlantic scepticism in Bulgaria 
as it is seen as further evidence of the failure of Western policy more generally. Bulgarians widely saw the 
sanctions as a key driver of inflation that set back the economic development of the country. The notion that 
Bulgaria should place its national interests over its EU duties, and thus oppose the growing list of sanctions, was 
driven by reports that portray the Russian economy as thriving despite the sanctions. Fear of a harsh winter and 
the potential for gas shortages across Europe intensified the already existing worries amongst the public about 
high prices due to the sanctions. 

● Anti-sanction messaging in the online space was again championed by the pro-Russian journalist Martin Kar-

Anti-Sanction
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bovski and Revival’s leader Kostadin Kostadinov. The former often shared alleged eyewitness accounts of 
Bulgarian tourists who marvelled at Russia’s booming economy, while the latter repeatedly argued that Russia 
shouldn’t be sanctioned, a sentiment further echoed by President Rumen Radev. The narrative that Western 
sanctions had backfired was further amplified by the website Pogled.info which is well known for its pro-Russia 
bias. Pofled.info’s Facebook page had the third highest number of posts on the topic (791) and the second high-
est number of interactions (706,248) after Karbovski (893,617 interactions from 229 posts).

● Examining the most linked to domains found in Facebook posts related to the sanctions topic found that 4/10 
of them were Russian website. As with other topics the website of Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (mid.
ru) was amongst the most linked to relevant domains. The site was linked to 33 times and attracted 33,209 in-
teractions on the posts it was included in, primarily coming from the Facebook page of the Russian Embassy in 
Bulgaria. Other prominent Russian propaganda sites like Kremlin.ru (10 links, 33,209 interactions) and Tass.
ru (9 links, 6,964 interactions) were also amongst the top five domains found in the Facebook conversations.

Assessed Audience: The general public

Risk Assessment: Medium
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Energy Security

     

● The energy security topic (total of 186,640 pieces) was highly prevalent throughout the whole period. This was 
to be expected as Bulgaria is amongst the countries most dependent on Russian gas and the rising energy prices 
served the pro-Russian voices rather well in their opposition to the country severing its energy ties to Russia. 
After Gazprom discontinued its deliveries to Bulgaria in April, Petkov’s government sought alternative energy 
sources via a potential U.S. LNG gas delivery deal and the Bulgaria-Greece interconnector. In the fall, President 
Radev’s subsequent caretaker government abandoned those gas diversification efforts in favor of attempts to 
lead negotiations with Gazprom and renew the export of fuel processed by the local Lukoil refinery. The pop-
ulation upheld the view that Bulgaria should circumvent the sanctions given that some EU member states and 
companies have been accused of breaching them. Some gave in to conspiracy theories that the energy crisis is 
fabricated by the USA to render the world dependent on American resources.

● Similar to other topics pro-Russian journalists Karbovski and Kevorkian, Revival’s Kostadinov, and pro-Rus-
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sian media Pogled.info were in the top ten most interacted with pages on the topic. One different page that ap-
peared in the context of the energy security topic was Tihomir Vasilev, a leader of a micro party in favor of leav-
ing the EU and NATO, who attracted the eighth most interactions (95,128) from his 105 posts on the topic. Near 
the bottom of the top ten pages were those sharing supportive content, such as journalist Ivo Indzhev (100,427 
interactions from 100 posts) and the highly respected Capital Newspaper (87,437 interactions from 328 posts).

Assessed Audience: The general public

Risk Assessment: High     

Biolabs, Denazification & Nuclear Escalation
 

•	 Two of most prominent Russian disinformation narratives about bio-labs in Ukraine, that President Zelensky is 
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a fascist combined for only 37,3350 posts making it the least prominent of the topics monitored. These known 
disinformation narratives were largely posted by well known pro-Russian Facebook accounts such as the previ-
ously mentioned Martin Karbovski and Pofled.info as well as the Russian Embassy in Bulgaria’s official page.

•	 Only 6,190 articles/posts in the monitored Bulgarian media space mentioned the narrative of US bio-labora-
tories in Ukraine. This was primarily pushed by the Russian Embassy and pro-Russian media outlets during 
the first months of the war. The work of Bulgarian journalist Dilyana Gaytandzhieva, who had spread earlier 
biolab-related claims, was often referenced at the time. The narrative gradually lost its disruptive potential due 
to Moscow’s inability to substantiate its allegations and the bizarre nature of some of the stories. There was only 
one other peak, in November 2022, when the UN rejected Russia’s claims that the US had built secret labs in 
Ukraine.

•	 The “denazification” narrative was highly prevalent in the first couple of months of the war, peaking around 
Victory Day (May 9). A total of 31,140 pieces of content contained keywords in relation to this narrative and all 
were categorised as potentially hostile. Facebook pages and pro-Russian parties tried to stoke animosity towards 
Ukraine by claiming that its government was responsible for hate crimes against Bulgarians, including murders 
and arson. While the “denazification” topic is rarely present in the Bulgarian media space one year later, it has 
contributed to the rising resentment that both the pro-Russian and the apolitical part of Bulgarian society feels 
toward the West and Ukraine.

•	 One interesting trend, noticed across the narratives, is the use of legitimate Western media to ‘justify’ pro-Rus-
sian leanings and claims. This can be seen by the prominence of links to UK based media outlet the Guardian’s 
content in conversations about the topics. In total there were 34 links to Guardian content found in the Facebook 
posts determined to be most likely discussing these disinformation narratives. Articles like these and others 
were often used out of context, or with incorrect translations in an attempt to justify pro-Russian claims from 
Western outlets.

Assessed Audience: far-right, pro-Russian audiences but has the potential to reach the general public

Risk Assessment: Low
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